As is well-known, the solution of the dynamical equations for a polyatomic molecule is at present impossible; the mathematical difficulties are too great. One is thus forced from the outset to employ some approximation scheme in order to obtain a mathematical description of a polyatomic system. The usual procedure is to separate the dynamical equations into three distinct parts: the rotational, the vibrational, and the electronic parts. This procedure involves the neglect of terms coupling the rotational, vibrational, and electronic motions of a molecule. When this neglect is valid one can write the wave functions describing the polyatomic molecule as a product of rotational, vibrational, and electronic wave functions. Upon performing such a separation one usually examines the conditions for its validity and then attempts to make corrections for the errors introduced by such an approximation scheme. We shall, in this paper, only be concerned with means of correcting for the neglect of interaction terms which connect the electronic and vibrational motions.
When the nuclei forming the framework of a polyatomic molecule are allowed to move, both the electronic energy and the electronic wave function, describing the charge distribution in the molecule, change. Also the symmetry of the molecule is, in general, lowered. Now there exist two types of phenomena which are intimately related to such changes. These phenomena are the intensity of spectral transitions and the stability of molecular configurations. Of these two phenomena only the former will be here discussed, a discussion of the latter being deferred until a future date.
Even though the probability of the occurrence of a given spectral transition may be, on symmetry grounds, zero for the equilibrium position of the nuclei, it is not necessarily zero for positions of the nuclei displaced from equilibrium; the molecule no longer has its original symmetry for such positions.
Hence, certain spectral transitions may occur weakly in electronic band systems due to vibrational-electronic (vibronic) interactions.
How do we calculate such changes in the symmetry of electronic wave functions which have, initially, a zero transition probability with respect to the ground electronic state? The answer to this cjuestion is easily given. We assume that the vibrational motions merely "scramble" the solutions for the non-vibrating molecule; this is analogous to the description of an anharmonic oscillation by a superposition of harmonic vibrations. Thus we take the correct electronic wave function to be a linear combination of the equilibrium solutions, suitably generalized so as to depend explicitly on the nuclear coordinates, and substitute the resulting wave function into the dynamical equations of motion. This procedure allows one to determine the extent of "mixing ' of the equilibrium solutions needed to form the correct electronic functions. If the resultant wave function contains terms which have, with respect to the ground electronic state, a non-zero transition probability, we will have that the formerly "forbidden" band system is now allowed due to vibronic interactions. This type of calculation is here carried out in a non-empirical fashion for benzene.
The benzene spectrum is known to consist predominately of three band systems occurring at approximately 56,500 cm-1 OA^-* 50,000 cm" 1
OAjs-^Bm) and 39,500 cm" 1 (^g-* ; the appropriate spectroscopic notation for each of the band systems has been given in parenthesis. The intensity of these bands in terms of the oscillator strength, /, is 0.9, 0.1, and 0.002, respectively.
Hence, it is the latter two band systems which are of the "forbidden" type.
The non-empirical intensity calculation reported in this paper, yields the intensity of the "forbidden benzene bands as / = 0.26 and / = 0.003, respectively. Although the calculated value for the absolute intensity of the 39,500 cm" 1 band is in good agreement with experiment, the relative intensity distribution among the observed vibrational sublevels composing this band is found to be incorrectly given. The error in the computed relative vibrational intensity distribution of the 39,500 cm" 1 band is traced to the use of approximate normal co-ordinates for the 1 B->" electronic state and to the use of simplifying assumptions with regard to the evaluation of certain integrals. The error in the calculated intensity of the 50,000 cm" 1 is found to be caused by the incipient breakdown of the perturbation formulae here employed.
Outline of the Calculation
We shall in this section endeavor to present a detailed outline of the calculations contained in this paper. It is hoped that this outline will enhance the clarity of the paper.
In this work we are concerned with the phenomena produced by the interactions of nuclear and electronic motions in non-degenerate electronic states. We shall deal with such interactions in degenerate electronic states in a forthcoming publication.
In Section 1 we begin our investigation of vi- Sklar electronic-nuclear potential, we explicitly construct the vibronic perturbation for the problem.
The necessary perturbation and "overlap" matrices are algebraically computed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4; the necessary matrix elements being expressed in terms of nuclear displacements in the latter section. The evaluation of the necessary integrals is relegated to Appendices I through IV.
The formulae of Section 1, from which one calculates spectral intensities, contain integrals of the above computed matrix elements over the vibrational wave functions. In order to perform these integrations one must express the nuclear displacements occurring in Section 2.4 in terms of the appropriate normal co-ordinates. This task is executed in Section 2.5; the results of the substitution of these normal co-ordinates into the matrix elements of Section 2.4 are summarized in Section 2.6.
Having obtained the quantities required for the application of the intensity formulae of Section 1.4, we proceed to compute the intensity of the benzene ,",%") electronic transitions in Section 2.7. The critical evaluation of the calculation, in the light of existing experimental data, is relegated in Section 2.8.
General Theory of Vibronic Interactions:
Intensity Formulae * Our most immediate interest is concerned with the intensities of formally "forbidden" electronic transitions. The importance of further work in the latter context has been underlined recently 2 by the discovery that many of the most common band systems in the spectra of aromatic molecules owe but little of their intensities to purely electronic dipole strengths.
Nuclear Displacements and Electronic Motions
Accordingly, we shall utilize a perturbation theory approach in which the first-order terms in an expansion of the electronic eigenfunctions as a power series in the nuclear displacements are required.
Throughout our analysis we shall adopt the BornOppenheimer approximation 3 -4 , seeking solutions of eigenvalue problem -,<y, (1.1-1)
where Jf?(T/,£«) is the complete molecular HamilTONian lacking only the terms involving spin interactions and the kinetic energy terms for the nuclei.
The electronic co-ordinates are designated by T; and the nuclear displacements by in equation (1).
This section is the result of the joint researches of Prof. W. E. MOFFITT and the author. The theory outlined herein has been refered to as LIEHR and MOFFITT, Z. Naturforschg. 13 a, in previous publications of the author.
The spin-dependent wave functions X 1 J K , having been determined in this manner, will then be used to compute transition probabilities from which spectral intensities follow immediately in the well-known manner.
Choice of Representation
As stated in the introductory section 1.1 we shall begin our calculations with the equation
where ;,S?f/) consists of the four terms
In (2) 
a, b
Now although it may be practicable to determine X F(l;, £>ff) with reasonable accuracy for a particular, generally highly symmetric nuclear configura- we shall suppose that 1 J j K(U , 0) = 0ft(rj) to be known and use Pertubation theory to determine its values at neighboring points in 3-space. So far as the dictates of a particular problem will allow, the point £ = 0 is naturally chosen so as to exhibit the HAMILTONian in its highest symmetry.
Formally, the most straightforward procedure is to expand ^K^i^a) i n terms of the orthonormal set of functions @k{*i) = ^K^i, 0), 
which follows immediately from a simple vector diagram. In general, the set of functions so defined will be complete at each and every nuclear configuration So, and is therefore a suitable basis for an expansion of WR (tj, :
Moreover, it has the advantage that as a nucleus moves so, already in the zeroth order, it takes its orbital electrons along, the 0j (t,, being called zeroth order functions. We may anticipate that expansion (6) converges much more rapidly than the series (3) on this account.
It should be noticed that whereas the functions ar e orthonormal at the point 3 = 0, they do not retain this property in displaced configurations. That is, in general the matrix, whose elements are S,*(3") = / 0i*(r,,3a) Sk(v,,3ffl) dr(r;),(1.2-7)
is identical with the unit matrix at the origin, 3 = 0, alone. It would, of course, be possible to adopt some orthogonalization procedure but, although this may be desirable for certain purposes, we shall find it unnecessary to do so here.
Perturbation Theory
Let us therefore suppose we have satisfactorily solved the "unperturbed" problem (1.2 -4) in terms of a particular molecular theory characterized by its choice of functions Sj and let the non-degenerate function 0k be the zeroth order function. It is now our aim to determine the first order energies and eigenfunctions.
Since the basic representation that we use is itself a function of these displacements, and therefore also of the perturbation which exemplifies these, the theory is somewhat different than usual. We shall denote by primes the first order changes in the wave functions and the HAMiLTONian due to a nuclear displacement. i. e., terms linear in the nuclear co-ordi-
where Öjk = 0 if (j=f=k), 1 if (j = k) [since the "unpertubed" function is taken to be 0k° (l'() ]. We assume here that the state of interest, namely K, is non degenerate. The discussion of the degenerate case will be resumed in other communications 0 '.
We now proceed to minimize the energy in (1.2 -1) with respect to the which characterize our trial function (1.2 -6), keeping the nuclear co-ordinates fixed (this is equivalent to a first order pertubation theory treatment, as may be readily verified). One thus obtains the following series of
we have
which on using (1.2 -6) becomes
At this point we use the expansions given in (1) to simplify the complicated set of equations given by (2). We first note that to first order
or, (1.3-3) and similarly
Substituting (3) and (4) in (2) yields then
Expanding equation (5) keeping only terms of the first order in the nuclear displacements gives one that
whidi reduces finally to
The coefficient C'kK is determined, as in the more straightforward perturbation theory, by the normalization conditions for the first order wave functions. Equation (7) can be rewritten with the use of (1) as (1.3 -8) : and (9) may be further simplified to read:
We see that, for this case, equation (9) (8) and (9) which are valid, rather than (11) and (12). As we have here taken the configuration (<oa = 0) to be the stable equilibrium nuclear configuration, the right hand side of equation (9) [or equation (12), if the r,-) are the true electronic wave functions] must vanish.
It is important to realize that the matrix element
H[k does not involve the electron repulsion terms
since, by definition (1.2 -2), Also, since i n is, from (1.2 -2), independent of the electronic co-ordinates we have
Thus one need only consider the terms Ve-n °f
If one had employed the representation given in equation (1.2 -3), one would have obtained the
Clk=-K E?-E»K (1.3-14)
This differs from the analogous quantities given in (8) (10) will in general converge more rapidly than (1.2 -3), the former usage is likely to be more useful, and is in fact the one we shall adopt n .
Spectral Intensities
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the complete eigenfunction for the molecule, excluding only its rotational and translational degrees of freedom, may be written in the form 3-4 and another referring to the nuclei,
In (5) since W^, ^L are orthogonal for all values of <o (the case K -L corresponds to infrared intensities and thus will not be considered in this paper) 14 .
Using expression (1.3 -10) for the ( V / K , , in which we choose as our reference point the equilibrium configuration for the ground state -though this will not, of course, be the equilibrium configuration in the excited electronic state L, say -we ob-
We must keep in mind in evaluating the integrals in (8) that the arguments of N/ L must be changed to refer to the arguments of Nf in performing the final integrations. For strong band systems, which are allowed in the first order, the first term predominates.
However, when the integral j 0K 3)ce Gl dtp1. vanishes by symmetry, the band system is weaker and said to be "forbidden". The remaining terms in (8) are then all important. There are apparently also many cases where this integral nearly vanishes accidentally and for these the latter terms again pre- (s = N, u, v, x, y) . Hence, if we neglect configuration interaction, the functions 0S [s = x, y; u; v; N) of simplicity, employ this approximation in computing the intensity of the "forbidden" 1 A j jr ->-1 B,,,, 'Bo,, spectral transitions of benzene.
Determination of the Vibronic Perturbation for Benzene
In sections 1.3 and 4 we have seen that, among other things, one requires the quantity = Z 5 a ' Vsn=o W a if one wishes to calculate the intensity of the "forbidden" spectral transitions of benzene. Hence, we shall now express the HAMiLTONian of the benzene molecule in terms of the nuclear displacements and determine its first-order variation with respect to these displacements.
As was seen in section 1.3 one need only consider the term i r c_ n of (1.2 -2) in calculating^'.
Since each term in the expression (1.2 -2) for yo " represents the attraction of a given carbon nucleus for a 2pTT electron plus the repulsion of that 2prr electron by the other five electrons on the given carbon atom, the effective charge Z" in is a function both of the distance Xa (i) that the electron is from carbon atom a, and of the distance £>" that the carbon atom a has been displaced due to skeletal vibrations. We shall here follow the Goeppert- 
i).
To determine / e-nU) one must yet compute the potential of a 2p.T electron, as well as evaluate the integrals occurring in (1). (5) into (2), (1) we obtain upon substitution of (6) into (7), the required result [neglecting terms containing (3" • f) cos fta as a factor] : The terms containing (3" • f) cos da as a factor were dropped from expression (9) since they lead to integrals over electronic co-ordinates which are zero by symmetry. This is easily seen from the fact that the product of all the .T-electron wave functions occurring in any given integral is always even with respect to reflection in the plane of the benzene ring, whereas a perturbation term containing cos 0a linearly is of necessity odd, making the integral in question identically zero by symmetry. Hence the nuclear displacements perpendicular to the benzene ring cannot, to the first order, perturb the electronic wave functions which we are employing in the description of the benzene molecule.
The Perturbation and "Overlap'' Matrices
We now wish to consider the calculation of the perturbation matrix (H'PT). {P, T = x, y, u, v) To determine the form of the perturbation matrix we first turn to group theory. The normal vibrations for a ring of six carbon atoms (we neglect the "pure" hydrogen motions) belong to the species 12 ' 13 rii = + Bi" + Bop + Bo" + Elu + 2 E2fr + Eo". 
H'pt = (P ,&0-E°t T)' = 0, (P ±T = u,v)
H'pt and (P Jfr0-E°T T)' c Fn (E2g), (P 4= T).
(2.3-4)
We also have the configurational stability equation And by employing (6) and (7) one may then compute the integrals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] which determine the perturbation matrix elements
Hpr (P,T = x,y,u,v).
For example, we may now In equations (13) and (14) we have denoted the values of £;j and Ckl at 3 = 0 by the notation 17, 18 £i° and ylj, b% , and >}°, respectively.
Calculation of the Matrix Elements
In computing the necessary matrix elements for the calculation of the intensity of the benzene spec- (P, T = x, y, u, v) . In equations (5) and (6) we have adopted the conSimilarly the detailed evaluation of the integrals vention that (-l) p is +1 if P =/. and -1 if given in (2.3-11) yields, when substituted into 
it is convenient to define the quantities A and M such that
Me A = We (/ + in -E°u ui).
Sm M = 3m (ju + m -Ev m)
,
In terms of the nuclear displacements R, and Y r these auxiliary functions A and M have the following values: to the normal co-ordinates Qkt, (t = a, b) , (k = 6,7, 8, 9) . The results of this calculation are: (2.5-3)
The substitution of (3) into the formula 
Matrix Elements Expressed in Terms of Normal

Co-ordinates
According to (1.3-7 and 8) and (1.4-8 and 9) , it is the matrix elements (@I -EK\ ©K)' which determine the extent of interaction of the benzene states ( 1 Blu , 'Bo,,, and i") and the intensity of the spectral transitions x Ajs -> ('Bi,,, 'Bo,,). Hence we desire to know the quantities, rather than the values of (I, ju) and (in, in, in;, m) separately. In equation (1) The substitution of (2.5 -4) into (3) then gives the sought result
The quantities A and AI are now obtained by placing the results of equation (4) into equation (1) :
If we define for (P = A, M) and (k = 6, 7, 8. 9 We first note that the spectral transitions 'Ajg-> ( 1 Biu, 1 B2u) are electronically "forbidden" (recall section 1.4) since, on symmetry grounds,
Equation (1) follows by noting that since Oy° is of symmetry species Aig, &t° (T = u,v) of symmetry species (Biu,Bou), and (the electronic dipole moment) is of symmetry species Eiu , the integrand of (1) The choice of a "cold" electronic transition we obtain (P = a, b; k = 6, 7, 8, 9) :
Using the numerical values of the integrals Ij (x) where h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light, vk is the frequency in cm -1 , and N0 is Avagadro's number. Thus using both the theoretical and experimental values of and ET° (T = x,y,u,v) , and the experimental values of vk for the ^u state (see Table 2 ), we have the final theoretical results for the intensities of the Miig->• ( ] Blu; •'Bou) transitions of benzene as given in Table 3 .
Discussion of Results
We see from Table 3 Dm6(2.6-6) AV7(2.6-6) £>3/8(2.6-6) £>3/9(2.6-6) We also see from Table 3 that the intensity of the ^ig-> 1 Bju transition is too large by a factor of two and a half. This discrepancy is undoubtedly due to the neglect of terms of second-order in the nuclear displacements, as these terms are not negligible when the corresponding first-order terms are as large as those of the 'B^ electronic state (see Table 1 ). Since the labor required to include the second-order terms is prohibitively large, we have not attempted to refine the first-order result given in Table 3 .
In section 2.7 we neglected terms of the type should be close to unity. This approximation is necessary as we do not possess sufficient experimental data for a normal mode analysis of the excited states. However, we do not believe that this approximation greatly affects the calculated absolute intensity of the ^ig-1 Blu, 1 B2u spectral transitions.
